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1. Introduction
This paper deals with the Stickelberger ideal and the group of circular units
of a compositum k of quadratic fields such that &1 is not a square in the
genus field K of k in the narrow sense. The reason why the fields of this type
are considered is as follows. The Sinnott module U corresponding to K
satisfies the inclusion IU2U, where I is the augmentation ideal. Therefore
the same property is kept by the module S$ generated by all Stickelberger
elements modulo the subideal generated by half of the norm (see Lemma 18)
or by the group of circular units modulo roots of unity (Lemma 2). This key
property allows us to construct bases and compute indices of these modules
(see Theorems 3 and 1). More precisely, an enlarging of Sinnott's group of cir-
cular units is necessary. As a consequence we obtain for k of this type easy for-
mulas for Sinnott's indices (e+R : e+U) and (e&R : e&U) (see Propositions 1
and 4), which are intractable in the case of general abelian fields.
As an example of applications of these results we shall prove the
divisibility of the class number of some real fields by a power of 2, which
is similar to Kubert's result for maximal real subfield of cyclotomic field
(see [Kub]). Another example is the computation of the parity of the class
numbers of Q(- 2, - q) and Q(- p, - q), where p#q#1 (mod 4) are
primes (see [Kuc ]).
2. Definition of C
Let k be a compositum of quadratic fields and let &1 not be a square
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written equivalently as follows: either 2 does not ramify in k and
k=Q(- d1 , ..., - ds), where d1 , ..., ds with s1 are square-free integers all
congruent to 1 modulo 4, or 2 ramifies in k and there is uniquely deter-
mined x # [2,&2] such that k=Q(- d1 , ..., - ds), where d1 , ..., ds with s1
are square-free integers such that di#1 (mod 4) or di#x (mod 8) for each
i # [1, ..., s]. In the former case, let
J=[p # Z; p#1 (mod 4), |p| is a prime ramifying in k],
and, in the latter case, let
J=[x] _ [p # Z; p#1 (mod 4), |p| is a prime ramifying in k].
For any p # J, let
n[p]={ |p|8
if p is odd,
if p is even.




2?inS, QS=Q(`S), KS=Q(- p; p # S).
It is easy to see that KJ=K and that nJ is the conductor of k. Let us define
1 if S=<,
=S={ 1- p NQSKS (1&`S) if S=[p],
NQSKS (1&`S) if *S>1,
kS=k & KS and 'S=NKSkS (=S) for any SJ. It is easy to see that =S and
'S are units in KS and kS , respectively. For any p # J let _p be the non-tri-
vial automorphism in Gal(KJKJ"[p]). Then G=Gal(KJQ) can be con-
sidered as a (multiplicative) vector space over F2 with F2-basis [_p ; p # J].
Lemma 1. Let p # SJ. Then
&sgn p if S=[p],
NKS KS "[ p] (=S)={tp, q } =1&Frob( |p| , K[q])[q] if S=[p, q], p{q,=1&Frob( |p| , KS "[ p])S"[p] if *S>2,
































































where sgn p means the sign of p, Frob( |p|, KS"[p]) is the Frobenius
automorphism of |p| in KS"[p]Q and tp, q is defined by means of the Legen-
dre symbol as follows:
\ |p||q| + if q is odd,
tp, q={\ q|p| + if q is even.
Proof. At first, suppose that S=[p]. Then KS"[p]=Q and
NKSKS "[p] (=S)=NQ(- p)Q \ 1- p+ } NQ[ p]Q(1&`[p])
=\&1p+ } |p|=&sgn p.
Let us suppose that *S>1. Then
NKSKS "[ p](=S)=NQS "[ p]KS "[p](NQSQS "[ p](1&`S))
=NQS "[ p]KS "[p]((1&`S"[p])
1&Frob&1( |p| , QS "[p]))
=NQS "[ p]KS "[p](1&`S"[p])
1&Frob( |p| , KS "[ p]),
because Frob2( |p| , KS"[p]) is the identity. The lemma is proved if *S>2.
If S=[p, q] then
NQ[q]K[q](1&`[q])=- q } =[q] ,
so the lemma follows from (- q)1&Frob( |p| , K[q])=tp, q .




for suitable aT # Z.






S . So in







&1= \=2S by Lemma 1. Let us sup-
pose that *S>1 and that the lemma has been proved for all T / S. Let
RJ be determined by _=> p # R _p . If R & S=< then =
1&_
S =1. If







1&Frob( |p| , KS "[ p])
S"[p] )
&1
































































due to Lemma 1 and the induction hypothesis for S"[p] gives the result.
Let us suppose that *(R & S)>1 and that the lemma has been proved for
all R$J such that R$ & S / R & S. Let us choose p # R & S and use the


















for suitable aT , bT # Z. The lemma follows from the induction hypothesis
for =1&_pT .




for suitable aT # Z.
Proof. If TS then
NKS kS (=T)=NkS KTkS (=T)
[KS : kS KT]=NKTkT (=T)
[KS : kS KT]='[KS : kS KT]T ,
because KT & kS=kT . Lemma 2 implies







'2aT [KS : kS KT]T
for suitable aT # Z. The lemma follows.
Lemma 4. Let p # SJ. Then
NkS kS "[p]('S)=\'
1&Frob( |p| , KS "[p])
S"[p] .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 because
NkSkS "[p]('S)=NKS kS "[ p](=S)=NKS "[p]kS "[p](NKS KS "[p](=S))
=NKS "[p] kS "[ p](\=
1&Frob(|p| , KS "[ p])
S"[p] ).
Definitions. Let us denote the maximal real subfield of k by k+. Let
X=[! # G ; !(_)=1 for all _ # Gal(KJk+)],
































































where G is the character group of G. Then X can be viewed also as the
group of all Dirichlet characters corresponding to k+. For any / # X let
S/=[p # J; /(_p)= &1].
Let W be the group of roots of unity in k. (It is easy to see that *W is
2 or 6, since if ` # KJ is a primitive m th root of unity then (ZmZ)_ is
isomorphic to a factor group of G, so m | 24, but - &1  KJ .) Let C be the
group generated by W and by
['_S ; SJ, _ # G].
Lemma 5. Let B=['S/ ; / # X, /{1]. Then B _ W is a system of gener-
ators of C.
Proof. Lemma 3 implies that C is generated by W and ['S ; SJ]. Let
us suppose that SJ and that S{S/ for all / # X. Let ! # G be determined
by
!(_p)={&11
if p # S,
if p # J"S.
Then !  X so there is _ # Gal(KJ k+) such that !(_)= &1. Let TJ be




Because _ # Gal(KJk+), the restriction of _ to k is either the identity or





1+>p # S & T _p
S = `
p # S & T
('1+_pS )
>q # S & T, q<p (&_q)
= `
p # S & T
(NKS KS "[ p]('S))
>q # S & T, q<p (&_q)
= `
p # S & T
(NkSkS"[ p]('S))
[KS : kS KS "[p]] >q # S & T, q<p (&_p)








































































and the lemma follows.
3. The Index of C
Let Y=Gal(k+Q) and let R$ be the regulator of the set B of Lemma 5.
Then (notice that '_S/ is well-defined up to the complex conjugation, so we
can use |'_S/| )
b b
R$=|det(c log |'_S/| )_ # Y, _{1
/ # X, /{1
|=
1
[k : Q] } det \c } } } c log |'_S/ | } } } + } ,b b _ # Y
/ # X
where the first column corresponding to /=1 is made of c=[k : k+]. (The
latter determinant is obtained from a standard argument: to the first row
add all other rows of the latter determinant and use the Laplace theorem
for the first row.) For any /,  # X let the elements a/,  be defined by the
following matrix identity (any / # X can also be viewed as a character
on Y)
b b




} \c } } } c log |'_S| } } } + .b b _ # Y
 # X





&[k : kS/] {(/) L(1, /)
if /=1 and =1,
if /=1 and {1 or if /{1 and =1,
if S/ 3 S ,
if /={1,
where {(/)=nS/t=1 /(t) `
t
S/ is a Gauss sum and L(s, /) is the L-series
attached to /.
Proof. If =1 then
a/, = :
_ # Y






/(_) log |'_S | ;
































































so if /=1 then a/, =0 because 'S is a unit. Let us suppose that S/ 3 S .
Therefore there is p # S/ such that p  S . So /(_p)= &1 and '_pS='S .






/(_) log |'_S | .
Hence





/(_p _) log |'_p _S |=a/, 
and a/, =0. Now, let us suppose /={1. Then the conductor of / is
f/=nS/ and / is trivial on Gal(KJKJ"[p]) for all p # J"S/ As we said
earlier, / is also trivial on Gal(KJk+). Since




/ is trivial on Gal(KJk+S/) and can be considered as a character on











_ # Gal(kS/ Q)
/(_) log |'_S/|




where we have used _ /(_)=0 in the case *S/=1. Therefore






L(1, /)=&[k : kS/] {(/) L(1, /)
(see, for example, [W, Theorem 4.9, Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8], use also
/ =/). The lemma is proved.
Lemma 7.
|det(a/, )/ # X
 # X
|=2[k
+ : Q]&1h+R+ `
/ # X
[k : kS/],
where h+ and R+ are the class number and the regulator of k+, respectively.
































































Proof. Let us fix some linear ordering O on X such that
S/S O /O
for any /,  # X. Lemma 6 implies that (a/, )/ # X
 # X
is an upper triangular
matrix with respect to O and that
|det(a/, )/ # X
 # X
|=[k : Q] } } `
/{1
/ # X
[k : kS/] {(/) L(1, /) } .
By [W, last line of p. 37, Theorem 3.11, Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8]
2[k










where d+ is the discriminant of k+. The lemma follows.
Let E and E+ be the full groups of units in k and k+, respectively, and
Q=[E : E+W] be the Hasse unit index (so Q=1 if k is real). When we
speak about a basis of a group of units we always have in mind a basis of
non-torsion part. Consider the set B of Lemma 5. Then
Theorem 1. B is a basis of C. Moreover
[E : C]=\ `
/{1
/ # X
2 } [k : kS/]







for any /,  # X,
(/(_))/ # X
_ # Y
} ((_))_ # Y
 # X













































































and Lemma 7 gives
R$=
2[k
+ : Q]&1 } h+ } R+




Thus B is linearly independent, hence a basis of C. Moreover


















if k is imaginary. Of course, the same formula holds true if k is real. The
theorem follows.
Remark. The index [E : C] can be simplified if k=KJ or k=K+J . Let
r=*[p # J; p<0] and s=*[p # J; p>0]. Tedious calculations give that
22
s&s&1 } Qh+ if k=KJ or k=K+J and if r1,
[E : C]={22s(2r&1&1) } 22r+s&2&r&s } h+ if k=K+J and r>1,22r+s&2&r&s } Qh+ if k=KJ and r>1.
4. The Comparison of C with
the Sinnott Group of Circular Units of k
Let C $ be the Sinnott group of circular units of k, i.e., the group of units
in the group generated by &1 and
D$=[NQSQS & k (1&`S)
_; _ # G, SJ, S{<]
(see [L]). Of course, QS & k=kS and NQSQS & k (1&`S)='S , if *S>1. If
S=[p] then
NQSQS & k (1&`S)=NKSkS (- p } =S)={ |p|- p } 'S
if - p  k,
if - p # k.
Therefore C $C and C $ is generated by
W _ ['_S ; _ # G, SJ, *S>1] _ ['
1&_p
[p] ; p # J, - p # k].
































































If p<0 then '[p] is a unit in Q(- p), so a root of unity. If p>0 then
'1+_p[p] ==
1+_p




[p] . Lemma 3 implies that
C $ is generated by
W _ ['S ; SJ, *S>1] _ ['2[p] ; p # J, p>0, - p # k]
and [C : C $]=2a, where
0a*[p # J; p>0, - p # k].
It is difficult to determine a more precisely but it can be shown that it is
closely related to Sinnott's g$, defined for any abelian field in [S, Proposi-
tion 4.1], namely that a=(*[p # J; - p # k])&g$. Let A1 and A2 be the
groups generated by
['S ; SJ, *S>1] and ['[p] ; p # J, p>0, - p # k],
respectively. It is easy to see that
CC $=A1 A2 WA1 A22 W$A2 W(A1 & A2 W) A
2
2 W,
so 2a=[A2 W : (A1 & A2 W) A22 W]. Sinnott defined g$ by 2
g$=
[T Gal(kQ) : l(Q_)], where T=l(D), l : k_  R[Gal(kQ)] is the




and D can be described as the subgroup of k_ generated by &1 and
[NQ(`n)Q(`n) & k (1&`
a
n); a, n # Z, n2, (a, n)=1]
with `n=e2?in. Let f be the conductor of k. For any integer n2,
Q(`n) & k=Q(`n) & Q(`f ) & k=Q(`m) & k,
where m=(n, f ). Let t be an integer relatively prime to n. If m{1 then
NQ(`n)Q(`n) & k (1&`
t
n)=NQ(`m)Q(`m) & k (NQ(`n)Q(`m) (1&`
t
n))




where the product is taken over the primes dividing n, but not m. On the
other hand, if m=1 then
NQ(`n)Q(`n) & k (1&`
t
n)={1p
if n is not a prime power,
if n is a power of a prime p.
































































Thus D is a group generated by Q_ _ D$, where D$ was defined in the
beginning of this section and T=l(D) is generated by
l(Q_) _ l(A1) _ [l(- p } '[p]); p # J, - p # k].
Therefore any x # T is of the following form
x=l(r)+l(:1)+ :
- p # k
p # J
xp l(- p } '[p]),
with r # Q, r>0, :1 # A1 and xp # Z. It is clear that x is fixed by all
_ # Gal(kQ) if and only if l(:1)+p xp l('[p]) is fixed by all _ # Gal(kQ),
which is the case if and only if :1 } > p '
xp
[p] # W, because any unit, whose
conjugates have equal absolute values, is a root of unity. Thus T Gal(kQ) is
generated by
l(Q_) _ [l(- p); p # J, p<0, - p # k]
_ {:p xp l(- p); xp # Z, `p '
xp
[p] # A1 W= ,
where the sum and the product are taken over all p # J such that p>0 and
- p # k. Therefore T Gal(kQ)l(Q_) is isomorphic with the direct product of
{:p (xp+2x$p) l(- p); xp , x$p # Z, `p '
xp
[p] # A1 W=<
{2 :p xp l(- p); xp # Z=
and *[p # J; - p # k, p<0] copies of Z2Z. It is easy to see that ['[p] ;
p # J, p>0, - p # k] is a set of independent units (consider the norms
KJQ(- p) for all p). So A2 WW is isomorphic with the group generated
by [l(- p); p # J, p>0, - p # k]. By means of this isomorphism we obtain
T Gal(kQ)l(Q_)$(Z2Z)*[p # J; - p # k, p<0] } ((A1 W & A2) A22 WA
2
2 W).
Thus keeping in mind that [A2 W : (A1 & A2 W) A22 W]=2
a, we deduce
[T Gal(kQ) : l(Q_)]=2*[p # J; p<0, - p # k] } [(A1 & A2 W) A22 W : A
2
2 W]
=2*[p # J; - p # k] } 2&a.
Therefore a=(*[p # J; - p # k])&g$. Moreover, if k is real, then a=
*[p # J; - p # k] (see Proposition 4.1 of [S]).
































































Example. Let k=KJ , where J=[p, q] with p>0, q<0, p and q odd.
Theorem 1 gives that [=[p]] is the basis of C. The group C $ is generated
by
W _ [=J , =2[p] , =
2
[q]].
But =[q] is a unit in the imaginary quadratic field Q(- q), so =[q] # W. Since
_q is the complex conjugation, we have =_qJ =\=J for suitable \ # W. By
Lemma 1
=2J=\
&1 } =1+_qJ =\
&1 } \&qp + =1&Frob(&q, K[ p])[p]
={
\&1




If (&qp)=1 then [=2[p]] is a basis of C $ and a=1 while if (&qp)=&1
then =J=\1 } =[p] for some \1 # W, [=[p]] is a basis of C $ and a=0. This
rules out Sinnott's possibility (see [S, p. 203]) ``that g$ is always equal to
the number of primes p for which kpe is imaginary''. In our example kp is
real and kq is imaginary while g$=2 if (&qp)= &1.
The previous computation allows to describe the mysterious Sinnott's
index (e+R : e+U) in our case; here R=Z[Gal(kQ)], e+= 12(1+ j ) and j
is the complex conjugation; for the definition of U see [S].
Proposition 1. If k is a composition of quadratic fields and if &1 is not
a square in the genus field K of k in the narrow sense, then
(e+R : e+U)=[k+ : Q]&(12)[k+ : Q] } `
/ # X
[k : kS/].
Proof. At first, let us suppose that k is real. By [S, Theorem 4.1],
[E : C $]=2[k+ : Q]&1h+
>p # J [kp : Q]
[k : Q]
(R : U)
and by Theorem 1,
[E : C $]=[E : C] } [C : C $]=2a } h+[k : Q]&(12)[k : Q] `
/{1
/ # X
(2 } [k : kS/]).
































































The result follows because > p # J [kp : Q]=2
a and e+=1 in this case.
Now, let us suppose that k is imaginary. Again by [S, Theorem 4.1],
[E : C $]=Q2&g$h+
>p # J [kp : Q]
[k : Q]
(e+R : e+U)
and by Theorem 1,




The proposition follows because > p # J [kp : Q]=2
a+g$.
5. The Divisibility of [E : C] by a Power of 2
For any = # C and any _ # G, =1&_ can be written in the following form
=1&_=2(_, =) } ($(_, =) } 9(_, =))2,
where 2(_, =) # [&1, 1], $(_, =) # W 2 and 9(_, =) belongs to the group
generated by the set B of Lemma 5. Indeed, it is enough to prove it for the
generators of C. If =='S then this follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 5
and from W 2=W 4. If = # W then =1&_ # [1, =2], because *W | 6.
Moreover, 2(_, =), $(_, =) and 9(_, =) are uniquely determined by the pre-
vious equality.
Lemma 8. For any _ # G, 2(_, } ), $(_, } ) and 9(_, } ) are
homomorphisms, i.e.,
2(_, =')=2(_, =) 2(_, '),
$(_, =')=$(_, =) $(_, '),
9(_, =')=9(_, =) 9(_, ')
for all =, ' # C.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the definition.
Lemma 9. Let _, { # G and = # C. Then
2(_{, =)=2(_, =) 2({, =),
$(_{, =)=$(_, =)($({, =))_ $(_, 9({, =)),
9(_{, =)=9(_, =)(9({, =))_ ($(_, 9({, =)))&1 2(_, 9({, =)).





































































2(_, =)($(_, =) 9(_, =))2 } 2({, =)($({, =) 9({, =))2_
2(_{, =)($(_{, =) 9(_{, =))2
.
So 2(_, =) 2({, =)2(_{, =)=\1 is a square in k, but &1 is not a square in
k, and the first identity follows. Directly from the definition,
(9({, =))1&_=2(_, 9({, =)) } ($(_, 9({, =)) } 9(_, 9({, =)))2.





\9(_, =) 9({, =)9(_{, =) +
2
} ($(_, 9({, =)) } 9(_, 9({, =)))&4
and
\9(_, =) 9({, =)9(_{, =) +
2
} (9(_, 9({, =)))&4 # W.
But the group generated by B has no torsion, hence
9(_, =) 9({, =)
9(_{, =)






} ($(_, 9({, =)))&4=1.
The second identity of the lemma follows, because \3=1 for any \ # W 2.
Thus we obtain from the above




2(_, 9({, =)) } ($(_, 9({, =)))2
,
which gives the third identity.
Proposition 2. Let = # E be such that there is a function f : G  KJ
satisfying =1&_= f (_)2 for any _ # G. If there is a function g: G  [&1, 1]
such that fg is a crossed homomorphism, i.e., for all _, { # G,
f (_{) g(_{)= f (_) g(_)( f ({) g({))_,
then = or &= is a square in KJ .
Remark. It is easy to see that, on the other hand, if ==\'2 for a
suitable ' # KJ , then there is a crossed homomorphism f : G  KJ satisfying
































































=1&_= f (_)2 (put f (_)='1&_). Moreover, for any function f : G  KJ
satisfying =1&_= f (_)2, there is a function g: G  [&1, 1] such that fg is
a crossed homomorphism (put g(_)='1&_ f (_)).
Proof. The Hilbert theorem 90 (e.g., see [N, p. 14]) gives that there is
: # K_J such that f (_) g(_)=:
_&1. Therefore
=1&_= f (_)2=(:_&1)2
for any _ # G. Let b==:2. Then b1&_=1 for any _ # G, so b # Q_. Let p be
any (rational) prime not ramifying in KJ and let P be a prime in KJ divid-
ing p. Let vp and vP be the corresponding valuations. Then
vp(b)=vP(b)=vP(=)+2vP(:)#0 (mod 2).




Of course, - p # KJ for any p # J, so - \b # KJ and = or &= is a square in
KJ . The proposition is proved.
Lemma 10. Let (_, {) = 2(_, 9({, =)) for brevity. Then
( } , } ).: G_G_C  [&1, 1]
is a homomorphism in all three variables, i.e., for all \, _, { # G and for all
=, ' # C,
(\_, {) = (\, {) = } (_, {) = ,
(\, _{) = (\, _) = } (\, {) = ,
(_, {)='=(_, {)= } (_, {) ' .
Proof. The first and the third identities follow from Lemma 9 and
Lemma 8, respectively. The second one can be deduced by applying 2(\, } )
to the identity
9(_, =) 9({, =)
9(_{, =)
} (9(_, 9({, =)))&2=1,
which was obtained in the proof of Lemma 9.
Proposition 3. Let {1 , ..., {l # G be such that their restrictions to k form
a basis of the (multiplicative) vector space Gal(kQ) over F2 and let = # C.
































































Then = or &= is a square in KJ if and only if the following three conditions
are satisfied:
(1) 2({i , =)=1 for all i # [1, ..., l];
(2) ( } , } ) = is nilpotent, i.e., ({i , {i) = 1 for all i # [1, ..., l];
(3) ( } , } ) = is commutative, i.e., ({i , {j) = ({j , {i) = for all i, j #
[1, ..., l] with i< j.
Proof. Let us suppose that the conditions (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied.
It is easy to see that
2(_$, =)=2(_", =), $(_$, =)=$(_", =), 9(_$, =)=9(_", =)
for all _$, _" # G such that their restrictions to k are the same. Therefore the
condition (1) implies 2(_, =)=1 for any _ # G. Let f (_)=$(_, =) 9(_, =) for
any _ # G. Then =1&_= f (_)2 and Lemma 9 implies
f (_)( f ({))_= f (_{) 2(_, 9({, =)).
Hence, if g: G  [&1, 1], then fg is a crossed homomorphism if and only
if
g(_) g({) g(_{)=2(_, 9({, =))=(_, {) =
for all _, { # G. Any _ # G is of the form _=> p # S _p for some SJ. Let
us define
g \ `p # S _p+= `
p<q
p, q # S
(_p , _q) =





p, q # S"T
(_p , _q) =+\ `
p<q
p, q # S & T
(_p , _q) =+\ `p # S"T `q # S & T (_p , _q) =+
} \ `
p<q
p, q # T"S
(_p , _q) =+\ `
p<q
p, q # S & T
(_p , _q) =+\ `p # T"S `q # S & T (_p , _q) =+
} \ `
p<q
p, q # S"T
(_p , _q) =+\ `
p<q
p, q # T"S





(_p , _q) = (_, {) =
































































and g has the desired property. Proposition 2 gives that = or &= is a square
in KJ .
On the other hand, let us suppose that there is ' # KJ such that ==\'2.
Then
('1&_)2==1&_=2(_, =) } ($(_, =) } 9(_, =))2,
so 2(_, =) is a square in KJ . Now &1 is not a square in KJ . So 2(_, =)=1
for any _ # G and we have the condition (1). Moreover
(_, {) = 2(_, 9({, =))=2(_,\'1&{($({, =))&1)=2(_, '1&{)
='(1&{)(1&_)($(_, '1&{) 9(_, '1&{))&2.
But '(1&{)(1&{)=('1&{)2 and the conditions (2) and (3) follow because &1
is not a square in KJ . The proposition is proved.
Lemma 11. Let = # C. If there is \ # KJ such that == \\2, then /= defined
by /= (_)=\1&_ is a character on Gal(KJk), i.e., /=: Gal(KJk)  [&1, 1]
is a homomorphism, and \ # k if and only if /= is the principal character.
Moreover
/~ : C & (\K 2J)  Gal(KJ k)@,
where /~ (=)=/= , is a homomorphism, i.e., /=' (_)=/= (_) /' (_) for all =,
' # C & (\K 2J) and for any _ # G.
Proof. This is easy if we keep in mind that 1&_{=(1&_)+(1&{)_.
Theorem 2. Let n=*J and 2l=[k : Q]. If k is real then
2
2l&1&l&n&( l2) | [E : C],
and if k is imaginary then
2
2l&1&l&n&( l2) | [E : C].
Proof. Let {1 , ..., {l # G be as in Proposition 3. For any = # C this
proposition gives that = or &= is a square in KJ if and only if = is in the
intersection of the kernels of the 2l+( l2) homomorphisms
2({l , } ), ..., 2({l , } ), ({1 , {1) , ..., ({l , {l) ,
({1 , {2)({2 , {1), ..., ({l&1 , {l)({l , {l&1) ,
where (_, {) means the homomorphism sending = # C to (_, {)= . If this is
































































the case then by Lemma 11, = or &= is a square in k if and only if = is also
in the intersection of the kernels of the n&l homomorphisms
/ } ({l+1), ..., / } ({n) C  [&1, 1],
where {l+1 , ..., {n is a basis of Gal(KJ k). If k is imaginary and {1 is the
complex conjugation then ({1 , {1)= 1 for any = # C. Therefore if k is real
(resp. imaginary), there is a basis of C where all up to at most n+l+( l2)
(resp. n+l&1+( l2)) elements are squares in E. The theorem follows.
Example. Let us suppose k=KJ and *[p # J; p<0]>1. Let us denote
n=*J. Then by the remark following Theorem 1,
[E : C]=22n&2&n } Qh+.
Theorem 2 gives
2
2n&1&2n&( n2) | [E : C].
So
2
2n&2&n&( n2)&1 | h+
because Q | 2. Now h+ is a divisor of the class number of the maximal real
subfield of the nJ th cyclotomic field by class field theory. Therefore we
have the same result for this class number. Let us notice that a slightly
stronger result was obtained by Kubert for cyclotomic fields in general (see
[Kub]).
6. The Stickelberger Ideal of an Abelian Field
In this section we shall define the Stickelberger ideal of an abelian field
k following Sinnott (see [S]) and prove some basic facts which will prove
useful in the next section.
For any positive integer n let Q(n) be the n th cyclotomic field and





n  {&1t # Q[G(n)];
here (x) is the fractional part of the rational number x (i.e., 0(x)<1,
x&(x) # Z) and {t # G(n) is the automorphism sending any root of unity
to its t th power.
































































For any abelian field L let GL=Gal(LQ) and NL=_ # GL _ # Q[GL]. If
LK is an extension of abelian fields, then the restriction and the corestric-
tion maps are defined as follows:
resLK: Q[GL]  Q[GK], resLK \ :_ # GL a_ _+= :_ # GL a_(_| K),
corLK: Q[GK]  Q[GL], corLK \ :_ # GK a_ _+= :_ # GL a (_|K)_.
Lemma 12. Let a, n # Z, n1, and p be a prime. Then
.(pn)
.(n)
} %n \ap+ if p | a,
resQ(pn)Q(n)(%pn (a))={%n (a)&%n (ac)+p&12 NQ(n) if p |% a,
where c=0 if p | n, and c # Z, cp#1 (mod n), if p |% n, and . means the Euler
function.
Proof. We have



















If p | a then (&aip&at( pn))=(&at( pn)) and the lemma follows. Let
us suppose p |% a. We shall use a well-known identity from elementary num-
ber theory (or the distribution property of the first Bernoulli distribution,

































































































If p | n then the last sum is empty and %n (ac)=0 from the definition
of c. If p |% n then p | in+t implies in+t # cpt (mod pn) and
(&(a( pn))(in+t)) =(&actn). The lemma follows.
For any positive integer n and any a # Z let
%$n (a)=corkk & Q(n) resQ(n)k & Q(n) %n (a) # Q[Gk].
The Stickelberger ideal of k is the intersection S=S$ & Z[Gk], where S$
is the additive subgroup of Q[Gk] generated by
[%$n (a); a, n # Z, n1].
It is easy to see that % $n (a)=% $n (b) if a#b (mod n). If f is the conductor





2 Nk , Lemma 12 implies that
[% $n (a); n | f, 1an] _ [ 12Nk]
is also a system of generators of S$.
Lemma 13. Let LK be an extension of abelian fields. Then for all
: # Q[GK] and ; # Q[GL],
corLK (: resLK ;)=; corLK :, corLK resLK ;=; } :
_ # Gal(LK)
_.
Proof. The latter identity can be obtained from the former one putting
:=1. The former one is clear if ; # GL . The lemma follows from the
linearity of the restriction and corestriction mappings.
Lemma 14. Let LK and LM be extensions of abelian fields. Then for all
; # Q[GM],
resLK corLM ;=[L : KM] corKK & M resMK & M ;.
Proof. It is easy to see that corestriction is an injective mapping while
restriction is a surjective mapping. So the lemma will be proved if we show
that
corLK resLK corLM resLM #=[L : KM] corLK & M resLK & M #





{=[L : KM] :
_ # Gal(LK & M)
_,
but this follows from Galois theory.
































































Lemma 15. Let a, d, n # Z, n1, d1. Then
% $dn (da)=[Q(dn) : Q(n)(k & Q(dn))] } % $n (a).
Proof. It is clear that
%dn (da)=corQ(dn)Q(n) %n (a).
Lemma 14 with L=Q(dn), K=k & Q(dn), M=Q(n) gives




=[Q(dn) : Q(n)(k & Q(dn))] corkk & Q(n) resQ(n)k & Q(n) %n (a)
and the lemma follows.
Remark. It is easy to see that if (t, nf )=1, where f is the conductor of
k, and if { # G(nf ) is the automorphism sending any root of unity to its t th
power, then (resQ(nf )Q(n) {) %n (a)=%n (ta), so (resQ(nf )k {) % $n (a)=% $n (ta).
Therefore Lemma 15 implies that S$ is the additive group generated by
[_% $n (&1); n | f, _ # Gk] _ [ 12Nk].
7. The Stickelberger Ideal of a Compositum of Quadratic Fields
Let k be an imaginary compositum of quadratic fields and let &1 not be
a square in the genus field K of k in the narrow sense. Let J, nS , `S , QS,
KS , kS , G, _p and W be defined as in Section 2. Moreover for any subset
S of J, let
:S=corKJKS resQSKS %nS (&1) and ;S=% $nS (&1)=corkkS resQSkS %nS (&1).
Fix a divisor n>1 of f. Let m be the greatest divisor of f divisible only by
primes dividing n. Then n | m and (m, fm)=1. Due to Lemma 12 there is





[Q(n): k & Q(n)] Nk+ :
_ # Gal(k & Q(m)k & Q(n))
_$%$m(&1),
where _$ # Gk means an automorphism satisfying reskk & Q(m) _$=_. There-
fore S$ is the additive group generated by




































































Lemma 16. Let SJ. Then
resKJk :S=[KJ : kKS] ;S .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 14, where L=KJ , K=k, M=KS and
;=resQSKS %nS (&1).
Lemma 17. Let p # SJ. Then
(1+_p) :S=(1&Frob( |p|, KJ)) :S"[p]+[Q
S : KS]NKJ ,
where Frob( |p| , KJ) is any extension of Frob( |p|, KJ"[p]) to KJ .
Proof. The latter identity of Lemma 13 with ;=resQSKS %nS (&1) and
L=KS , K=KS"[p] implies
(1+_p):S=corKJKS \\ :_ # Gal(KS KS "[ p]) _+ resQSKS %nS (&1)+
=corKJKS "[p] resQSKS "[p] %nS (&1),
and Lemma 12 (used three times if p is even) gives
resQSQS "[ p] %nS (&1)=%nS "[p](&1)&%nS "[p](&c)+
1
2.(n[p]) NQS "[ p]
where cp#1 (mod nS"[p]) and . means the Euler function. Now
%nS "[p](&c)=(Frob( |p| , Q
S"[p]))&1 %nS"[p](&1),
so
(1+_p):S=(1&Frob( |p| , KJ)):S"[p]
+ 12.(n[p]) corKJKS "[ p] resQS "[ p]KS "[ p] NQS "[p] .




Lemma 18. Let SJ and _ # G. Then
(1&_):S=a } NKJ+2 :
TS
aT :T
for suitable a, aT # Z.
Proof. This can be proved in the same way as for Lemma 2.
Lemma 19. Let SJ and _ # Gk . Then
(1&_);S=a } Nk+2 :
TS
aT ;T
for suitable a, aT # Z.














































































=a[kKS : k]Nk+2 :
TS
aT[kKS : kKT];T ,
and the conclusion follows.
Lemma 20. Let p # SJ. Then
(1+resKJ k _p);S
=(1&Frob( |p| , k))[kKS : kKS"[p]];S"[p]+[Q
S : KS][kKS : k]Nk ,
where Frob( |p| , k) is any extension of Frob( |p| , kJ"[p]) to k.
Proof. Apply resKJk in Lemma 17 and use Lemma 16.
Lemma 21. Let SJ, S{<, and let { # G be the complex conjugation.
Then
(1+resKJk {);S=[Q
S : kS]Nk .
Proof. It is easy to see that
(1+resKJk {);S=corkkS resQSkS (%nS (&1)+%nS (1))
=corkkS resQSkS NQS=[Q
S : kS]Nk .
Definition. Let { # G be the complex conjugation and let
X$=[! # G ; !({)=&1, !(_)=1 for all _ # Gal(KJk)],
where G is the character group of G. Then X$ can be viewed also as the set
of all odd Dirichlet characters corresponding to k. For any / # X$ let
S/=[p # J; /(_p)=&1].
Lemma 22. The set B$=[;S/ ; / # X$] _ [
1
2Nk] is a system of generators
of S$.
Proof. The remark at the end of Section 6 states that S$ is generated by
[_;S ; SJ, _ # G] _ [ 12Nk].
































































Thus by Lemma 19, S$ is also generated by [;S ; SJ] _ [ 12Nk]. Of
course, ;<=0. Let SJ, S{<, S{S/ for all / # X$. Let ! # G be deter-
mined by
!(_p)={&11
if p # S,
if p # J"S.
Then !  X$, so either !({)=1 or there is _ # Gal(KJk) such that





where J&=[p # J; p<0]; moreover by Lemma 21,
2;S=[QS : kS]Nk+(1&resKJk {);S
=[QS : kS]Nk+(1&resKJk `
p # S & J&
_p);S ,
because (resKJk _p);S=;S if p  S; therefore
2;S=[QS : kS]Nk+ :
p # S & J& \ `
q<p
q # S & J&
(&resKJk _q)+ (1+resKJk _p);S .





2;S=(1+resKJ k _);S=\1+resKJk `p # S & T _p+ ;S
= :
p # S & T \ `
q<p
q # S & T
(&resKJk _q)+ (1+resKJk _p) ;S .
In both cases, Lemma 20 and Lemma 19 give that
;S=a } 12 Nk+ :
T / S
aT ;T
for suitable a, aT # Z, and the lemma follows.
8. The Index of S$
Let { # Gk be the complex conjugation on k and let
A=[: # Z[Gk]; (1+{) : # Nk Z].
































































Let Y $Gk be such that Y $ _ {Y $=Gk , Y $ & {Y $=< and let A$ be the
additive subgroup of Q[Gk] generated by
[(1&{)_; _ # Y $] _ [ 12Nk].
It is clear that it is a basis of A$ and that (A : A$)=1, where (L : M) means
the generalized index of Z-modules, i.e., the absolute value of the determi-
nant of the transition matrix from some basis of L to some basis of M; see





















2+ `p # T _p ,
where the two sums are taken over all positive integers t<nS relatively
prime to nS such that resQSKS {t=resKJ KS > p # S & T _p for the auto-
morphism {t of QS determined by {t (`S)=`tS . For any non-empty set SJ













where T in the first sum runs through all the subsets of J such that
resKJk > p # T _p=_ and t in the second sum runs as above. It is easy to see
that some t is used in the summation of x_, S if and only if nS&t is used
in the summation of x_{, S . Therefore x_{, S=&x_, S . Lemma 16 gives that
for any non-empty set SJ
;S= 12[Q




S : kS]Nk+ :
_ # Y $
x_, S (1&{)_.
Therefore the absolute value of the determinant of the transition matrix
from the basis of A$ to B$ (see Lemma 22) is equal to |det(x_, S/)_ # Y $, / # X$ | .
For any /,  # X$ let b/,  be defined by the following matrix identity (any
/ # X$ can also be viewed as a character on Gk):
(b/, )/ # X$
 # X$
=(/(_))/ # X$
_ # Y $
} (x_, S)_ # Y $
 # X$
.
Lemma 23. Let /,  # X$. Then
b/, ={012[k : kS/] B1, /
if S/ 3 S ,
if /=,
where B1, / is the first generalized Bernoulli number.















































































2+ `p # T /(_p),
where S=S and the sum is taken over all positive integers t<nS relatively
prime to nS such that resQSKS {t=resKJKS > p # S & T _p for the automor-
phism {t of QS determined by {t (`S)=`tS . Hence















where n=nS . If S/ 3 S then there is p # S/ , p  S , in which case
/(_p)=&1 and b/, =0. Now, let us suppose that /=. Then








2+ /(t)+ } 2*(J"S/),
where / is considered as a Dirichlet character. The conductor of / is n, so
B1, /=(1n) t t/(t) and t /(t)=0. Moreover
(2[KJ : kKS/])
&1 } 2*(J"S/)= 12[kKS/ : KS/]=
1
2[k : kS/],
because kS/=k & KS/ . So the lemma follows.
Consider the set B$ defined in Lemma 22. Then







where h& is the relative class number of k and Q=[E : E+W] is the Hasse
unit index.
Proof. Let us consider some linear ordering O on X$ such that
S/S O /O
































































for any /,  # X$. Lemma 23 implies that (b/, )/ # X$,  # X$ is an upper tri-
angular matrix with respect to O. Moreover
|det(b/, )/ # X$
 # X$
|= } `/ # X$
1
2






by [W, Theorem 4.17], where w=*W is the number of roots of unity in
k. So B$ is linearly independent, hence a basis of S$. It can be proved
similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1 that
|det(/(_))/ # X$
_ # Y $
|=(*X$) (12)(*X$).
By [S, Proposition 2.1], [S$ : S]=w, so
[A : S]=(A : A$)(A$ : S$)w=w } |det(x_, S)_ # Y $
 # X$
|
=w(*X$)&(12)(*X$) |det(b/, )/ # X$
 # X$
|
and the theorem follows from the previous computation.
Theorem 3 allows to describe Sinnott's index (e&R : e&U) in our case;
here R=Z[Gal(kQ)], e&= 12(1&{) with { being the complex conjuga-
tion; for the definition of U see [S].
Proposition 4. If k is an imaginary compositum of quadratic fields and
if &1 is not a square in the genus field K of k in the narrow sense, then
(e&R : e&U)=[k+ : Q]&(12)[k+ : Q] } `
/ # X$
[k : kS/].





and the proposition follows from Theorem 3 because *X$=[k+ : Q].
Remark. We could continue in analogy with circular units and obtain for
any x # S a necessary and sufficient condition for 12x # Z[Gk] and use this con-
dition for computing some estimates for the divisibility of h& by a power of
2. But this is not as interesting as for h+ because usually one can prove directly
stronger divisibilities from the class number formula by writing B1, / by means
of the class number of the corresponding quadratic field and using the
divisibility by a power of 2 from genus theory. This way is not possible for h+
because such an approach would need the index of the group generated by the
units of the quadratic subfields of k in the full group of units of k.
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